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Abstract

In this paper we propose a diagnosis system which
is based on the knowledge on the systems under di-
agnoses and the past diagnosis experiences. With
the using of uncertain reasoning in the diagnosis
system, it can give the most possible solution for
the diagnosis system problems which can not be
provided by model-based diagnosis systems. A de-
tailed description of the system is given, the whole
process of the system is carefully and comprehen-
sively analyzed. Examples in the paper clearly il-
lustrate the advantages of the method in the paper
and show how to use the system proposed in the
paper.
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1. Introduction

In this paper we propose a diagnosis system based
on knowledge and experiences.

In literature there has been a great deal of re-
search papers in the area published. Many of them
utilize the probability theory or fuzzy logic to work
on this issue. These approaches, while obviously
work in some cases, need experiments or past ex-
periences on diagnosis or a presumption that we
could find the probability of the fault of each com-
ponent. Of course, this restriction is strong in the
practical sense, as we might not find such informa-
tion in many cases. And in these approaches all of
our knowledge on the system that we are going to
diagnose is not used, but the past experiences and
the experiments play the important role. In many
cases such experiments say a little on our goal, i.e.
these approaches are not always reliable. So some
other ways are needed to do the job.

Therefore another approach, model-based diag-
nosis, was developed. Model-based diagnosis sys-
tems formulize the structures of the systems un-
der diagnoses into first order reasoning systems and
try to find the faults by using some characters of

the reasoning system which contains the knowl-
edge of the structures of the system under diag-
nosis and the observations of unusual behaviors of
components. A typical model for diagnosis was pro-
posed in [6]. This model requires the consistence of
SD∪D∪OBS for a correct diagnosis D, where SD
is the set of formulas which contains our knowledge
about the system under diagnosis and OBS is the
set of formulas containing our observations. So this
approach uses the knowledge of the structures of
the systems under diagnoses. As our knowledge of
the structures of the systems under diagnoses can
not be complete in many cases, by the Soundness
and Completeness theorem, many formulas in the
reasoning system is consistent with SD∪D∪OBS,
so this approach often gives many possible solu-
tions for the diagnosis problem and it has no way
to tell which diagnosis is the most possible solu-
tion. Another disadvantage of model-based diagno-
sis system is that the past experiences on the sys-
tem under diagnosis are completely ignored. In our
opinion, such experiences are also valuable knowl-
edge when we want to diagnose a system. Although
these experiences are not as solid as the knowledge
on the structure of the system under diagnosis, but
they do tell us something about what could pos-
sibly happen, especially in the situations that the
working environment is an important factor for the
diagnosis.

It is therefore desirable to have a diagnosis
method which has advantages from both diagno-
sis systems based on probability theory and model-
based diagnosis systems. This means that the sys-
tem can not only use the knowledge about the
structure of the system under diagnosis but also
the knowledge of the past diagnosis experiences on
that system. The method should give the most pos-
sible faults of the system in the reasonable base
when we do not have complete knowledge. Also
it is obviously required that it can be completely
implemented by computers.

So in this paper we propose another diagnosis
system URD, which gives the most possible faults
of the systems under diagnosis on the base of knowl-
edge of the structure of the system under diagnosis



and the past experiences of diagnosis of the same
system.

If a component is a fault, it will cause unusual
behaviors of some components in the system. We
first formulize such knowledge KO into a first order
reasoning system. Then we use deductive reasoning
function in the reasoning system and OBS, which
contains usual and unusual behaviors of compo-
nents in the system under diagnosis we have found,
to find out which of the components are the possible
faults causing such unusual behaviors. Since we use
the deduction, some meaningless diagnoses (those
which are inconsistent with KO ∪ OBS) will not
be included. We can get the same result from this
part as what we can have from model-based diag-
nosis systems. If our knowledge is incomplete, this
reasoning function can only give a few diagnoses
which are possible faults, as model-based diagnosis
systems do. We use HY P to denote the result from
this part. Then our next problem is to determine
which element in HY P is the most possible fault.

When we have incomplete knowledge, it is im-
possible for us to find out the faults definitely. This
is an uncertain problem. The best we can expect
is to give the components which are most possible
to be faulty from our knowledge in the reasonable
base. To this end, we employ an uncertain rea-
soning method proposed in [10]. To determine the
most possible faults, the past diagnosis experiences
are valuable knowledge from our viewpoints. So
we have to formulize our past experiences into the
first order logic system URD like what we have
done to the knowledge of the structure of system
under diagnosis. Then we use the supporting de-
gree proposed in that paper to find out the most
possible faults. So both the knowledge of the sys-
tem under diagnosis and the past experiences are
fully used in determining the possibility of fault of
each component. And hence it has quite reasonable
foundation.

The paper breaks into three sections. The
second section contains the detailed description of
URD and the method of finding the HY P by us-
ing the deductive reasoning function in the URD.
The last section mainly deals with the process of
finding the most possible faults from HY P . The
supporting degrees from angles of both the knowl-
edge on the system under diagnosis and the past
diagnosis experiences are clearly defined, which are
obviously computer-operatable. With supporting
degrees such defined the most possible fault can be
easily obtained.

2. Model for diagnosis

In this section, we are going to construct our model
URD of diagnosis. This part is a modification of
the classical theory of consistency-based diagnosis,
which is introduced by [1]-[2], and formalized by [4]-
[6]. The modification is made because we want to
use a different reasoning method to make it ready
for the processing of determining the most possible
faults introduced in the section 3.

2.1. The descriptions of the
system URD

The language L of URD is a first order language,
which has:

Variable: which can be assigned the name of a
component of the system under diagnosis.

Name: which indicates a component of the sys-
tem under diagnosis, it is assumed that each com-
ponent of the system under diagnosis has an exclu-
sive name in L.

We use COMP to denote the finite non-empty
set, which contains the names of all components of
the system under diagnosis.

Four predicate symbols—–Abbe,Abno,
Abbe p,Abno p; the interpretations of them are:

Abbe: a unary predicate symbol. The formula
Abbe(x) represents that the component x behaves
abnormally this time. Note that a component be-
having abnormally does not mean that it is faulty,
because its abnormal behavior may be caused by
the abnormal behaviors of other components.

Abno: a unary predicate symbol. The formula
Abno(x) represents that the component x is faulty,
and ¬Abno(x) represents that x is normal.

Abbe p: a 2-ary predicate symbol. The formula
Abbe p(x,m) represents that the component x was
detected to behave abnormally in the m-th diagno-
sis.

Abno p: a 2-ary predicate symbol. The formula
Abno p(x,m) represents that the component x was
found to be faulty in the m-th diagnosis.

Now we turn to the other parts of URD.
URD has three inference rules as follows:
If α and β are arbitrary formulas, then
(IR1) infer β from α −→ β and α
(IR2) infer α ∧ β from α, β
(IR3) infer ¬α from α −→ β and ¬β
And URD has four sets of axioms:
*KO is a finite set of formulas in L, called

the system descriptions. Formulas in KO have two
types of forms:



(1) Abno(x) −→ Abbe(x);
This formula represents that the fault of the

component x causes the abnormal behavior of it.
It is assumed that KO has only one such formula
for each component of the system.

(2) Abbe(x1) ∧Abbe(x2) ∧ ......∧ Abbe(xs) −→
Abbe(y).

This formula represents that all the abnormal
behaviors of component xi together (1 ≤ i ≤ s)
cause the abnormal behavior of the component y,
where s > 1.

We assume that the set KO is consistent.
*OBS is called the observations. It’s a finite

set of closed formulas with the forms Abbe(a) and
¬Abbe(a), which represent the results of our de-
tections, where Abbe(a) represents the behavior of
the component a was detected to be abnormal this
time, and ¬Abbe(a) represents the behavior of the
component a was detected to be normal this time.

We assume that KO ∪OBS is consistent.
*KE is a set of formulas which provide links ei-

ther from the results of current observation to the
former detective results of the same component or
from current hypothesis to the former diagnosis re-
sults about the same component. Formulas in KE
have two types of forms:

(1) Abbe(a) −→ Abbe p(a,m)
Each of such formulas provides a link from the

abnormal behavior of component a to the detective
result on a in the mth diagnosis.

(2) Abno(a) −→ Abno p(a,m)
Each of such formulas provides a link from our

hypothesis to the formula which represents that the
component a was diagnosed to be faulty in the mth
diagnosis.

*EXP is a finite set of formulas in L, called the
experience set. The set EXP includes one type
of formulas: Abbe p(y, m) −→ Abno p(xi,m),
(1 ≤ i ≤ k).

These formulas come from two facts as follow:
1) The component y was detected to behave

abnormally and components x1, x2, ......, xk were di-
agnosed to be faulty in the mth diagnosis.

2) The formula Abbe(x1) ∧ Abbe(x2) ∧ ...... ∧
Abbe(xk) −→ Abbe(y) is consistent with KO.

We assume that KO ∪ OBS ∪ KE ∪ EXP is
consistent.

In this paper, we assume that all the formulas
in KO represent correct relations between compo-
nents of the system under diagnosis on their abnor-
mal behaviors, but we do not assume that all the
relations between components of the system under
diagnosis on their abnormal behaviors have been

described in KO. We also assume that all the for-
mulas in OBS represent correct results of our de-
tections, and all the results of our detections are
correct and reliable, but we do not assume that we
have detected all the components of the system un-
der diagnosis and all the results are represented in
OBS. Of course, it is also required that all the for-
mulas in EXP represent the correct information
on the past diagnoses. In other words, we assume
the correctness of our knowledge, but not the com-
pleteness of our knowledge on the system under di-
agnosis.

2.2. Discussion on hypothesis

In our real life a common way of solving diagnosis
problem is that: First we assume some components
are the faults, and then we try to use our knowl-
edge to prove which of those assumptions are true.
To analogue such a process, we give the following
definition.

Definition 1 A hypothesis h is a finite non-empty
set of closed formulas such that:

i) Every formula in h has the form Abno(a),
ii) if h = {Abno(a1), Abno(a2), ......, Abno(as)},

then there is a component b in COMP such
that the formula Abbe(a1) ∧ Abbe(a2) ∧ ......∧
Abbe(as) −→ Abbe(b) is included in KO, here
s ≥ 1.

The initial hypothesis set INI-HY P is a finite
non-empty set, which includes all hypotheses.

From the definition described above, we know
that there exists at least one hypothesis for each
component of the system under diagnosis, since the
formula Abbe(x) −→ Abbe(x) must be included in
KO. Then the initial hypothesis set INI-HY P
includes a formula Abno(x) for every component x
in COMP .

Now we use an example to illustrate the process
that we obtain the initial hypothesis set INI-HY P .

Example 2 Consider Figure.1 which depicts a
system with seven switches, referred to as
S1, S2, S3, S4, S5, S6, S7 and five lights, denoted by
L1, L2, L3, L4, L5.We need to diagnose the system
as in the following figure.



Fig. 1: the Circuit System.

The system description KO is:

KO = {Abno(k) −→ Abbe(k)|k ∈ {S1, S2, S3,

S4, S5, S6, S7, L1, L2, L3, L4, L5}}
∪{Abbe(S1) −→ Abbe(S5),
Abbe(S1) −→ Abbe(S6),
Abbe(S5) −→ Abbe(L1),
Abbe(S5) −→ Abbe(L2),
Abbe(S6) −→ Abbe(L2),
Abbe(S6) −→ Abbe(L3),
Abbe(S2) −→ Abbe(S6),
Abbe(S2) −→ Abbe(S7),
Abbe(S3) −→ Abbe(S7),
Abbe(S4) −→ Abbe(S7),
Abbe(S4) −→ Abbe(L5),
Abbe(S7) −→ Abbe(L4),
Abbe(S7) −→ Abbe(L5)}

The formula Abno(k) −→ Abbe(k) represents
that the fault of the component k causes the abnor-
mal behavior of it. KO has only one such formula
for each component of the system. The formula
Abbe(x) −→ Abbe(y) represents that the abnormal
behavior of the component x can cause the abnor-
mal behavior of the component y. For example, the
formula Abbe(S1) −→ Abbe(S5) represents that the
abnormal behavior of S1 can cause the abnormal
behavior of S5.

Now we found that the behavior of the compo-
nent L4 is normal and components L1, L3 and L5

behave abnormally after detecting the system under
diagnosis. Then the observation OBS is:

OBS = {Abbe(L1), Abbe(L3),¬Abbe(L4), Abbe(L5)}
We assume that all components in COMP are

faulty first, then we have following hypotheses:
h1 = {Abno(S1)}, h2 = {Abno(S2)},

h3 = {Abno(S3)}, h4 = {Abno(S4)},
h5 = {Abno(S5)}, h6 = {Abno(S6)},
h7 = {Abno(S7)}, h8 = {Abno(L1)},
h9 = {Abno(L2)}, h10 = {Abno(L3)},
h11 = {Abno(L4)}, h12 = {Abno(L5)}.
And then we have the initial hypothesis set:

INI-HY P = {h1, h2, h3, h4, h5, h6, h7, h8, h9, h10,
h11, h12}.

But, some hypotheses included in INI-HY P
are inconsistent with KO ∪OBS, which are called
improper hypotheses. It is obvious that a hy-
pothesis h is inconsistent with KO ∪ OBS if and
only if there exists a formula Abbe(y) such that
KO ∪ {h} ` Abbe(y) and KO ∪ OBS ` ¬Abbe(y).
We should remove such hypotheses from the set
INI-HY P firstly when we use URD to diagnose a
system. We use following algorithm to do this job.

Algorithm 3 (In this algorithm, RMV is a tem-
porary set, in which all formulas are negative.)

1. let RMV := φ
2. for each component x in COMP do
3. if ¬Abbe(x) ∈ OBS then
4. RMV := RMV ∪ {¬Abbe(x)}
5. for each formula ¬Abbe(y) ∈ RMV do
6. for each h ∈ INI-HY P do
7. if KO ∪ {h} ` Abbe(y) then
8. INI-HY P := INI-HY P\h
9. HY P := INI-HY P
10. return HY P

In this algorithm, the hypothesis set HY P
is the set resulting of the initial hypothesis set
INI-HY P after the Algorithm 3 is done, then
HY P ∪ KO ∪ OBS is consistent. And it is easy
to know that KO∪OBS∪HY P ∪{¬Abno(x) : x ∈
COMP −HY P} is consistent, and it is the maxi-
mal diagnosis which model-based diagnosis system
can get.

Example 4 For the case in Example 2, we found
that the behavior of the component L4 is normal
and components L1, L3 and L5 behave abnormally.

The component L4 behaves normally, then the
behavior of the component S7 must be normal, and
then the behaviors of components S2, S3 and S4

must be normal.
The normal behavior of a component indicates

that it is normal. Then components L4, S7, S2, S3

and S4 are normal when we do not know whether
other components are faulty or not.

Now we use the algorithm 3 to remove those
improper diagnoses, which are inconsistent with
KO ∪OBS, from INI-HY P .



(1) for the component L4, because ¬Abbe(L4)
is included in OBS, then RMV = {¬Abbe(L4)};

(2) for the formula ¬Abbe(L4) in RMV , be-
cause KO ∪ {h2} ` Abbe(L4),KO ∪ {h3} `
Abbe(L4),KO ∪ {h4} ` Abbe(L4),KO ∪ {h7} `
Abbe(L4) and KO ∪ {h11} ` Abbe(L4), then hy-
potheses h2, h3, h4, h7 and h11 are removed from the
initial hypothesis set INI-HY P .

So we obtain the hypothesis set:
HY P = {h1, h5, h6, h8, h9, h10, h12}.
Then all the formulas which inconsistent with

KO∪OBS are removed from the initial hypothesis
set INI-HY P and the formulas remained in HY P
are obviously consistent with KO ∪OBS.

It is obvious from the example that all the pos-
sible faults are in the HY P , but some hypotheses
in HY P may not be correct diagnoses, so our next
job is to determine which of them are most possible
diagnoses. This is discussed in the coming section.

3. Determine the most possible
diagnoses

It is not so hard to see that HY P is the correct di-
agnosis when the KO and OBS of the system under
diagnosis are complete. So the diagnosis problem
can be solved effectively in these situations. But,
unfortunately, there are many cases in reality that
not enough knowledge of the system under diag-
nosis is available or some components can not be
detected. We have to have a way to determine the
correctness of a diagnosis when the information of
the system is incomplete.

To solve the problem, we employ the uncertain
reasoning method proposed in [10] to URD to do
the job.

Consider the system URD with KO,OBS,KE
and EXP as described in last section. We assume
that there are n components in HY P and their
names in L are x1, x2, ...xn. We call a formula A is
a literal if A is an atomic formula or A is a negation
of an atomic formula. Then we give the following
definitions.

Definition 5 Let h ∈ HY P and A is a literal, de-
fine:

BKO,h = {A|A ∈ L,KO ∪OBS ` A}
∩{A|A ∈ L,KO ∪ {h} ` A}.

Giving h ∈ HY P , formulas in BKO,h have the
form Abbe(a), and all of them can be inferred from
both KO∪OBS and KO∪{h}. In other words, the

abnormal behavior of the component a can be, from
the knowledge KO of the system under diagnosis,
caused both by the faults of b1, ..., bk for Abno(bi) ∈
HY P and components which are found from OBS
that behave abnormally. Then we have reason to
believe that all the formulas in BKO,h support h,
and hence the larger BKO,h is, the more possible
h is true. Therefore the following definition makes
sense.

Definition 6 T 1
hi

= | BKO,hi
|

| ∪
hj∈HY P

BKO,hj
| , for hi ∈

HY P , here, |A| is the cardinal of the set A.

T 1
hi

is called the first supporting degree of hi,
it shows how much our knowledge of the system
under diagnosis supports hi for every hi ∈ HY P .

Now we use an example to illustrate the process
that URD computes the first supporting degree for
each hypothesis in HY P .

Example 7 For the case in Example 4, we can
compute the first supporting degree of each hypoth-
esis hi in HY P now.

From the description in Example 4, it is easy
to see from our knowledge on the system that the
component S1 has the largest possibility to be faulty,
since its abnormal behavior can cause the abnormal
behaviors of both L1 and L3. Now let us see what
URD will give.

By the definition, we immediately have:
BKO,h1 = {Abbe(L1), Abbe(L3)},
BKO,h5 = {Abbe(L1)}, BKO,h6 = {Abbe(L3)},
BKO,h8 = {Abbe(L1)}, BKO,h9 = φ,
BKO,h10 = {Abbe(L3)},
BKO,h12 = {Abbe(L5)}.
Then the union of all these BKO,hi

is:

∪
hi∈HY P

BKO,hi
= {Abbe(L1), Abbe(L3),

Abbe(L5)}.
And hence:

T 1
h1

=
2
3
, T 1

h5
=

1
3
, T 1

h6
=

1
3
,

T 1
h8

=
1
3
, T 1

h9
= 0, T 1

h10
=

1
3
, T 1

h12
=

1
3
.

So h1 has the largest first supporting degree,
i.e., S1 has the largest possibility to be faulty from
the knowledge on the system under diagnosis, which
coincides with what we believe from human thought.

The first supporting degree gives a reasonable
suggestion of which components are possible faults
but it does not use information of past diagnosis ex-
periences of the same system. Every expert knows



that the past experiences are valuable factor for di-
agnosis, so we have to use such knowledge in our
system. We begin with the following definition:

Definition 8 Let h ∈ HY P and A is a literal, de-
fine:

BKE,h = {A|A ∈ L,KE ∪OBS ∪ EXP ` A}
∩{A|A ∈ L,KE ∪ {h} ` A}.

From the definition each formula in BKE,h has
the form Abno p(x,m) which can be inferred from
both KE ∪ OBS ∪ EXP and KE ∪ {h}. So each
formula in BKE,h tells us that the components in h
were diagnosed to be faulty in the past when same
detective results occurred. And then the more for-
mula in BKE,h, the more possible h to be true this
time. So the following definition makes sense:

Definition 9 T 2
hi

= | BKE,hi
|

| ∪
hj∈HY P

BKE,hj
| , for hi ∈

HY P.

T 2
hi

is called the second supporting degree of
hi, which gives the supporting degree of hi among
all the hypotheses in HY P from the angle of past
experiences. This use of the past experiences is
definitely valuable to determine the most possible
faults. The following example shows how to calcu-
late it:

Example 10 Suppose in Example 4, the past diag-
nosis experiences of the same system are listed as
table 1:

the mth diagnosis faulty behaved abnormally
1 S1, S2 L1, L3

2 S2, S5 L1, L5

3 S5, L3 L2, L3

4 S1, S7 L3, L4

5 S3, S5 L1, L5

6 S1, S6 L1, L2

7 S4, S5 L1, L4

8 L5, S5 L2, L5

Table 1: Formal Diagnosis Results

From the list above, we can see that the compo-
nent S5 was diagnosed to be faulty more frequently
than other components when components L1, L3 or
L5 was detected to behave abnormally, then we have
reasons to believe that the component S5 has the
largest possibility to be faulty this time from the an-
gle of our past experiences. Now we use URD to
diagnose this system mainly depending on experi-
ence.

The experience set are listed as follow:
EXP = {Abbe p(L1, 1) −→ Abno p(S1, 1),

Abbe p(L1, 1) −→ Abno p(S2, 1),
Abbe p(L3, 1) −→ Abno p(S1, 1),
Abbe p(L3, 1) −→ Abno p(S2, 1),

......
Abbe p(L2, 8) −→ Abno p(L5, 8),
Abbe p(L2, 8) −→ Abno p(S5, 8),
Abbe p(L5, 8) −→ Abno p(L5, 8),
Abbe p(L5, 8) −→ Abno p(S5, 8)}.

By definition, we have:

BKE,h1 = {Abno p(S1, 1), Abno p(S1, 4),
Abno p(S1, 6)},

BKE,h5 = {Abno p(S5, 2), Abno p(S5, 3),
Abno p(S5, 5), Abno p(S5, 7),
Abno p(S5, 8)},

BKE,h6 = {Abno p(S6, 6)},
BKE,h8 = φ,

BKE,h9 = φ,

BKE,h10 = {Abno p(L3, 3)},
BKE,h12 = {Abno p(L5, 8)}.

Then the union of these BKE,hi
is:

∪
hi∈HY P

BKE,hi = {Abno p(S1, 1), Abno p(S1, 4),

Abno p(S1, 6), Abno p(S5, 2),
Abno p(S5, 3), Abno p(S5, 5),
Abno p(S5, 7), Abno p(S5, 8),
Abno p(S6, 6), Abno p(L3, 3),
Abno p(L5, 8)}.

So the second supporting degree of each hypothesis
hi in HY P is:

T 2
h1

=
3
11

, T 2
h5

=
5
11

, T 2
h6

=
1
11

,

T 2
h8

= 0, T 2
h9

= 0, T 2
h10

=
1
11

, T 2
h12

=
1
11

.

And hence h5 has the highest second support-
ing degree from the calculation of it. This is what
exactly we should believe from our past experience.

Now we have supporting degrees from angles
of both the structural knowledge of the system un-
der diagnosis and the experiential knowledge. We
want to get the supporting degree which have both
of them taken account. Here a fact we have to
consider: With the increasing of the use of the sys-
tem, the second supporting degree T 2

hi
will become



larger and larger while the first supporting degree
T 1

hi
keeps unchanged. So we give two unfixed coeffi-

cients α and β to have the whole supporting degree
for each hypothesis h in HY P . This leads the fol-
lowing:

Definition 11 Thi = αT 1
hi

+ βT 2
hi

, for each hi ∈
HY P .

So Thi
is the supporting degree of the hypothe-

sis hi which has the consideration of both structural
information and experiential information. We have
reasons to believe the larger Thi

is, the more likely
the hypothesis hi is to be true. Therefore it is rea-
sonable to take Thi

as a criteria of evaluating all
the hypotheses hi for the purpose of determining
the most possible diagnosis. And it is obvious that
the most reasonable diagnosis is the hypothesis hi

with the largest supporting degree Thi
. Then the

output of URD is DGS = hi.
The following example shows how to find out

which components are the most possible faults in
the Example 2.

Example 12 Since we have the first supporting
degree T 1

hi
in Example 7 and the second support-

ing degree T 2
hi

in Example 10 for each hypothesis hi

in HY P , Thi is easy to have.
Suppose α = β = 1, then:

Th1 =
31
33

, Th5 =
26
33

, Th6 =
14
33

,

Th8 =
11
33

, Th9 = 0, Th10 =
14
33

, Th12 =
14
33

.

So the hypothesis h1 has the largest supporting
degree and it makes us have the conclusion that the
component S1 has the largest possibility to be faulty.
So DGS = {Abno(S1)}.

With the supporting degree defined in Defini-
tion 11, we can find out components which are the
most possible faults. But, sometimes, DGS may
not cover all positive formulas in OBS. This means
that some other faults are missed even if DGS is
correct. When this occurs, we should compute the
supporting degree again after DGS and the formu-
las in OBS which covered by DGS are removed
from HY P and OBS respectively. Continuing this
process we can find out the most possible DGS in
a quite reasonable base. The following algorithm is
for this process:

Algorithm 13 (This algorithm is to find out those
components which have the largest possibilities to be
faulty after improper hypotheses are removed from
INI-HY P by using of the Algorithm 3.)

1. let max := 0
2. let g := φ
3. let DGS := φ
4. let PB := φ
5. for each formula Abbe(a) in OBS do
6. PB := PB ∪ {Abbe(a)}
7. while PB 6= φ do
8. for each h in HY P do
9. compute Th

10. if Th > max then
11. max := Th

12. g := h
13. PB := PB −BKO,g

14. DGS := DGS ∪ g
15. HY P := HY P\g
16. return DGS

In this algorithm, PB is a temporary set which
includes all positive formulas in OBS; The set g is
a temporary set and max is a temporary variable.

In step 13, we remove those formulas that sup-
port h from the set PB. The supporting degree of
other hypotheses which are included in HY P will
not be influenced by this removal when we compute
their supporting degrees again.

From the algorithm above, it is easy to see that
DGS is not only the most possible diagnosis but
also the minimal set which is consistent with KO∪
OBS. Of course, this result is among diagnoses
obtained from model-based diagnosis systems, but
they have no way to pick up it from those diagnoses
obtained by model-based systems.

The last example is to show how to find DGS
by the above algorithm.

Example 14 From the Example 12, DGS = h1 =
{Abno(S1)}, but Abno(S1) can not cover all positive
formulas in OBS, as Abbe(L5) in OBS is uncov-
ered. Then we need to use Algorithm 13 to find out
other hypotheses which have the largest possibilities
to be true until all positive formulas in OBS are
covered.

(1) PB = {Abbe(L1), Abbe(L3), Abbe(L5)};
(2) Because PB 6= φ. From the Example 12,

DGS = h1;
(3) PB = PB − BKO,g = PB − BKO,h1 =

{Abbe(L5)};
(4) DGS = {Abno(S1)};
(5) HY P = {h5, h6, h8, h9, h10, h12};
(6) Because PB 6= φ. By comparing the sup-

porting degrees for those hypotheses still in HY P
from the remaining evidence set PB together with
KO and KE with the similar method used in Ex-
amples 7, 10 and 12, it follows that g = h12;



(7) PB = PB −BKO,g = PB −BKO,h12 = φ;
(8) DGS = {Abno(S1), Abno(L5)};
(9) HY P = {h5, h6, h8, h9, h10};
(10) because PB = φ, exit the repetition.
Then DGS of our system is

{Abno(S1), Abno(L5)}. So we can make a
conclusion that components S1 and L5 have the
largest possibilities to be faulty in Example 2.
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